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Ravik's Mercy Independently Published
The tormented soul of a beast. Created to be
a mindless, bloodthirsty monster, Varnog
chose to live an honorable life instead. From
the day he joined the Vanguard, he's only had
eyes for one female. Petite and delicate in
appearance, she awakens his protective
instincts and a deep longing for something he
can never have. However, his Linette has no
need for protection. The elite pilot and Senior
Officer of the Vanguard kicks ass and takes
names with the best of them. With the final
war against the Kryptid General looming on

the horizon, he and Linette are called upon to late for them or will fate deal them a new hand?
help prepare the Vanguard and their allies for The Hunchback Regine Abel
that ultimate confrontation. But how can he
"Nothing in my life had
when his every instinct demands he slaughters prepared me for
those he has pledged loyalty to? How can he extraterrestrial motorcycle
persevere when many among the Coalition
clubs."Frankie: I thought alien
perceive him and his brothers as no more than
abductions only happened in
the parasites they were born to be? What
movies. But here I am on a
hope is there when claiming the one female to
strange planet with green soil
have ever touched his heart could turn her into
an even greater abomination than he believes and a gang of muscled, wickedhorned aliens on hover bikes.
himself to be?
All I want to do is go back to
Burning Up Flint Mozaika LLC
For her, he would endure a lifetime of agony. First
Earth, but the alpha male in
Officer Ghan has entered the final stages of the Taint, charge has decided I belong to
the deadly disease that kills most Xelixian males by
him. Now I'm on the back of his
the age of forty. He is determined to bring an elusive bike speeding to an unknown
foe to justice before his body shuts down completely. destination and super freaked
When tragedy strikes a close ally, he finds his
out about liking his biceps and
soulmate in an unexpected twist of fate. If only she
serious scowl. Good thing I
had revealed herself sooner, she could have cured
have some banked personal days,
him. Now, she can only keep him in limbo. Is it too

because this might take
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She was a pawn coveted by kings. From the it.Ayana has devoted her life training to join the
Vanguard, an elite intergalactic military force
moment of her birth, Thalia has been
dedicated to fighting back the Kryptids who nearly
groomed to become a Blood Maiden to a
destroyed Earth. Only the most powerful psychics
vampire. As a human born in one of the
are chosen. Yet while her power is unrivaled, she's
colonies of Karthia, Thalia's extremely rare unable to perform the most crucial task of
blood type is her ticket out of the life of
soulcatching, even when the Warrior she's
poverty and hardship that normally befalls fantasized over for years freely offers her his
her species. During her first Blood Fair, she soul.Legion is mesmerized by the beauty of Ayana's
aura. The instant his mind touches hers, he
intends to entice the Vampire Lord
recognizes his soulmate. Although she's Hollow,
Konstantin into claiming her. But unable to unable to hold a Warrior's soul, a strange spark
resist an unexpected offer, her long years of within her could help turn the tide in this bloody
hard work and carefully planned future are war. When a traitor infiltrates their ranks, intent on
destroying them from within, Legion is torn
derailed by a stunning, silver-eyed Lycan
named Drogo. Struck by a rare but deadly between his duty as leader of the Vanguard and the
need to protect his mate.Will he lose the woman
illness, King Drogo's only chance of survival
who owns his soul before they could even start a life
relies on securing some golden blood. Yet, together?
the moment he sees Thalia, the rabid
Legion Regine Abel
emotions the clever female awakens in him Despite the shelter her adoptive parents have
surpass even his thirst for her unique blood. provided her entire life, Nina's psychic abilities
But the Lycan King's efforts to claim Thalia have always hung over her like a shadow. The very
powers that should give her strength have driven
as his mate revive a century-old rivalry with
I Married A Lizardman ISBN Canada
her to isolate herself. But lately, her craving for
Sakura has the power to see ghosts, and his nemesis, Konstantin. As the realm
companionship -- a mate -- has become stronger
braces
for
a
cataclysmic
event,
the
clash
in order to get the ghosts to leave her
than her fear. One foolish decision puts her life at
alone, she teams up with mysterious
between the two most powerful males of
great risk. And also provides a wondrous
classmate Rinne, who can send these
discovery...Aduun, Vortok, and Balir have existed
Karthia escalates. Will the battle to claim
spirits to the afterlife.
in a state of constant rage and ravenous hunger for
Thalia bring about her ultimate demise?
Happy Marriage?! Independently
centuries, locked away in the beastly forms that
Chaos ISBN Canada
were forced upon them. Their only thoughts were
Published
He gave her his soul, but she couldn't hold

awhile...Daz: The job is
supposed to be easy. All I have
to do is deliver a spaceship of
living cargo to the vile Uldani
and they'll release my brother.
If I fail, they'll take it out
on him. Except the cargo is
something I've never seen
before--human females. The one
called Frankie is beautiful and
soft, and I've already spilled
blood for her. Now how am I
going to save my brother?
Because this human female is
mine.The Alien's Ransom is a
full-length Sci-Fi romance
novel featuring a snarky
heroine who tries to find the
humor in everything, even when
kidnapped by aliens, and a
possessive hero with lots of
hidden weapons. Big ones.

of revenge on their Creator -- until a mysterious
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female falls into their underground prison, restoring birthplace to find out how his mother died. has brought him and his people. In this
their heartstones and their sanity. They know
But once Chiwa learns the truth, can she
brutal, unforgiving world, greed, hatred,
nothing about her, yet she may be their only
help Hokuto heal the scars from his past? -- and twisted obsessions will clash in a bid for
chance at reclaiming their freedom. Unable to deny
VIZ Media
power, for the future, and for revenge.
their intense attraction, they set out together to
I Married A Birdman Veredian Chronicles Warning: this book contains scenes of
escape their Creator's trap and rescue their lost
people. Can they keep Nina safe and persevere in a For Braxia. For the future. For revenge. As violence that may not be suitable for
world designed to destroy them?------- *The Valos the rarest hybrid in the galaxy, Mercy has sensitive reader.
of Sonhadra series is the shared vision of nine sci-fi been forced to hide in plain sight for fear
Midnight Rainbow VIZ Media LLC
and fantasy romance authors. Each book contains
slavers and collectors would hunt her down. Grant Sullivan - tough, rugged and handsome - is
their own Happy Ever Afters, and can be read in
a retired military expert entrusted with a mission
Quite ironic, considering her late father
any order.
deep in the Costa Rican jungle: to find Jane
had been the greatest slaver of the Guldan Hamilton Greer, a wealthy socialite who has been
Anton's Grace Viz
Empire. Determined to make amends for taken hostage by rebels. When Grant rescues the
When the penitentiary ship she's incarcerated in
gets sucked into an anomaly, Lydia barely survives some of the wrongs he has done, she goes
self-possessed Jane by literally throwing her over
the crash onto an alien planet. Only the sadistic
on a mission to Braxia. But those plans are his shoulder, no love is lost between them. But as
experiments performed on her by the prison's
the rebels pursue them, they're forced to work
quickly derailed when she encounters
scientist allow her to survive this harsh and
together, and soon the jungle begins to smoulder in
dangerous world. The future looks grim until she Ravik; a mountain of a man with a
more ways than one.
fearsome face, and a planet in turmoil. As Unfrozen Mist
stumbles upon a magnificent city of ice and its
the new ruler of Braxia, Ravik is
most unusual inhabitant. Kai is fascinated by the
THE SWEET LITTLE SONGBIRD’S IN MY
delicate stranger fallen from the stars with the
surrounded by enemies. His planet is
CAGE NOW. She owes the Family money. Big
power to bring his hibernating city back to life. She teetering on the brink of bankruptcy and
money. And I’m the guy they sent to put the
stirs emotions long forgotten by his frozen
squeeze on her. So now she’s playing at my
stuck in ancient, bigoted ways. When an
heartstone. Can she be the salvation of his people
casino. Strutting around on my stage in her tight
or will the trap set by the Creator bring about their exotic, sassy, and strong female reluctantly little shorts. Killing me softly. I promised she’ll be
accepts his protection during her stay on
collective doom?
treated with respect, so long as she does as she’s
Braxia, she becomes both his strength and told. But I didn’t count on her barging in my
Unleashed ISBN Canada
Hokuto and Chiwa haven’t spoken since his greatest weakness. As his detractors plot office and tempting me, begging for a taste of my
authority. I didn’t count on her getting under my
she visited his estranged father who Hokuto and scheme against him, Ravik fears the
skin. And the last thing I want is to see her debt
horrors of his past will destroy the fragile
believes is responsible for his mother’s
paid. Because then I’d have to set her free…

death. She then returns to Hokuto’s

happiness and glimmer of hope this woman
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Note: This steamy stand-alone romance is the third
in USA Today bestselling author Renee Rose's
Vegas Underground series. No cheating, no
cliffhangers.

Iced Regine Abel
No more secrets. No more lies. For the past
eight years, Tevek has searched for his missing
mother and sister. But as a top technological
mind of Guldar, he is closely watched. And as
one of the secret leaders of the rebellion, he
must tread carefully. When the Emperor sends
him on an urgent mission that will allow him
to reunite with his family, the last thing he
expects is to cross paths again with the
breathtaking Veredian weapons expert that
had captured his heart the very first time he
saw her. Ashara cannot believe the Goddess'
twisted sense of humor. Her entire life, she has
waited to meet her soulmate, and he's not only
a freaking Guldan but also the son of one of
the cruelest slavers to have oppressed her
people. And yet, he's everything she could
want: smart, strong, heroic, drop-dead
gorgeous, and completely crazy about her.
However, his bloodline soon becomes the least
of their concerns as countless assassins escalate
their efforts to eliminate Tevek and thwart the
prophecy surrounding him. As every dark
secret is revealed, families and friendships
tested, and alliances reshaped, will Ashara be

forced to choose between her mate and her
that engulfs the world for three days every
people in this final showdown to defy Fate?
month, and especially the monsters that dwell
An Alien For Christmas Burning Desires
within it. After facing her own demons, she
Quand Delia voit cet homme nu sortir de la
becomes a psychotherapist to help others deal
mer décha née elle devine qu'il est
with trauma. When given the opportunity to
surhumain. Cet inconnu semblable à un dieu join the governmental agency that deals with
est beau et puissant et il la sauve d'une mort
the Mist, she jumps at the chance. Except, she
certaine, mais ce sauvetage a un prix, ellenever expected it would mean facing her
même. Note: En coup de vent est un court
greatest Nightmare. He's a bloodthirsty
roman/une nouvelle d'environ 8000 mots (50 psychopath, with no sense of compassion or
pages) qui se situe dans l'univers des
empathy. So, why can't she resist him? Why
Chroniques Krinar. C'est la rencontre d'Arus does he make her crave things she shouldn't?
et de Delia dans la Grèce antique. On peut
Varnog ISBN Canada
lire cette nouvelle seule ou après avoir lu la
A love baptized by fire. As the most unique
Trilogie Krinar.
psychic in the galaxy, Sabra is eager to join
The Alien's Ransom Dark Tales
the Vanguard, the powerful army of the
She was his obsession. For years, Zain has
genetically engineered Xian Warriors. Her
stalked Naima until she slipped through his
desire to be assigned as Chaos's
fingers. He longs for the delectable taste of her
Soulcatcher takes on a whole new meaning
terror and the divine sound of her screams.
She occupies his every thought, and he aches the moment their eyes meet, forming an
for her. Eager to reclaim the only female that undeniable bond between them. But before
can ever complete him, Zain carefully plans his her training is complete, her powers
passage into the Mortal Plane. However, when unexpectedly reveal an unfolding drama
next the Mist rises, instead of hiding from her that threatens the stability in Coalition
space, and she is thrust into a deadly game
Nightmare, Naima makes him the most
improbable proposition. Is his woman truly
of divided loyalties. As co-leader of the
surrendering herself to him, or is this a trap to Vanguard, Chaos has devoted his life to
eliminate him for good? He was her darkest
defending the galaxy, convinced there is
desire. For a long time, Naima feared the Mist nothing else for him but war. Yet, the day
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he meets Sabra, he immediately recognizes hateful as ever!
Bluebeard's Curse Independently Published
his soulmate. Duty demands he bring the
To be loved by a shadow in the Mist.Every
stunning and dauntless Empath on a
perilous mission, but his hearts command he month, for three days, a mysterious fog filled
keep her safe. The last thing Chaos needs is with demonic creatures swallows the world.
Since its first appearance a decade ago, I
to relive a nightmare from his past when his
Hands of Fate ISBN Canada
Kryptid archnemesis endeavors to destroy
Her sacrifice could save her people. Luana's
everything he holds dearest. Will Chaos lose colony is under threat of an impending attack.
his soulmate before their future has even
As the sole child of their grievously wounded
begun? --------------- With the recent
leader, she seeks aid from the only other native
addition of the full-length novel Doom
species on the planet. Consenting to a
(Xian Warriors 1) in the series, all the books marriage of convenience with one of the
have been renumbered in order to follow
Zelconians, a peaceful bird-like race, would
the chronology of events. The series should secure the protection her village desperately
therefore be read in this order: 1. Doom 2. needs. As much as that prospect terrifies her,
Luana cannot deny being intrigued by the
Legion 3. Raven 4. Bane 5. Chaos

her heart. Can Luana embrace their union
despite the circumstances, or will the war
destroy any chances they had of a future
together?

BLACK WIDOW BRIDE Xian Warriors
Her heart’s desire would be her downfall. After
spending her life in training, Esmeralda still can’t
believe she’s been appointed to serve as the
Vestal of Our Lady of Paris—the greatest temple
on any planet in the Nine Circles. Her beauty and
unrivaled ability to manipulate energy quickly
catch the attention of Praetor Frollo, the grand
magistrate of Paris, and High Seraph Phoebus, the
greatest winged warrior in the solar system. But
her dream of becoming the consort of one of those
handsome, powerful males is forgotten the
moment she lays eyes upon the hunchback secretly
living in the temple. Kwazeem feels Esmeralda’s
power as soon as she lands in his city. She awakens
hybrid she is to marry, with his strange eyes
En eaux troubles (Le Requin de la Pègre,
the primal energy that has lain dormant within
full of stars, his majestic wings, and his
tome 1) Xian Warriors
hypnotic voice. Dakas is shocked when his soul him—and a possessive hunger that demands he
Rebecca, a woman without a single relative,
claim her. But he’s a Fallen, a monster that
was raised with Fliss, another orphan, as sisters clamors for Luana the moment she enters their would be destroyed on sight if the citizens of Paris
Council chamber. Who would have thought
in the same foster family. They grew up
discovered his existence. Worse still, Esmeralda’s
together as close friends and started an event- the brewing war would have finally allowed
Divine Light inflicts agony upon his already
him to find his soulmate? Her delicate and
planning company. Rebecca met Damon
tortured body if he basks in it for too long. And
Asteriades, an important Greek businessman, demure appearance cannot fool his empathic yet… he cannot stay away from her. With
Kwazeem’s mysterious condition and Esmeralda
at a wedding they were working and fell in love abilities. Dakas senses the fire and strength
at first sight. But Damon believed the slander burning within Luana. He's more than eager torn between her duties to the people and the
to take the human as his mate to serve both of sinful desires of her heart, is there any chance of
about her and, in the end, married Fliss…
Four years later, Rebecca was raising a young their peoples' best interests. But he wants more them sharing a future?

boy when Damon showed up again…just as

than to protect her village; he wants to conquer
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